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CHEMISTRY
molecules are best aoccounted for bv imagmin, the
atomic nuclei to be vibrating about mean posi
tions the bonds acting hi e spiral springs holding
*he nuclei togethei The electrons tornx a mobile
cloud of negative charte which sorrounds the
nuclei The valence electrons constituting the
bond between pans of atoms al o h"ve no fixed
location but fluctuate about meun positions more
01 le^-, u,long the line jon int, the atoms 41
though the elec rons ue sin red thei mean
po ition is not Uhuilly halrwaj between the two
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and 46 g of alcohol both quantities; will cent un
the banie number of molecules similarly 1 litre
of water with 342 g of sugar dissolved in it and
1 litre \uth 58 5 g of salt will igim con^nm the
same number of dissolved molecules bee lu e he
molecular weights of sugar (Cj H 2Ou) and s It
(NaCl) are 342 and 58 5 respectively In e en
case the number ot grams tdl en 13 numeric lib
equal to the molecalai veiUit and thifa amount is
called 1 mol" of u substance or the graiii h oleculnr
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Pig 1    The arrangement in space of molecules CC14 KHa and HZO
atoms but depends on 4he rela ive atomic sizes
and charges In the carbon chloime bond of
cirbon tetiaclilonde the valence electrons are
subjected to electrical attritions due to 17 posi
tive charges on the chloi me nucleus and 6 positive
chirges on the carbon nucleus Although the
forces due to the chlorine nucleus are partially
compensated by the intervening negative charges
ot the complete electronic shells tbey are stiongei
than the torces trom the carbon nucleus and the
valence electrons are therefore pulled towards the
chlorine atom which thus attains a net negative
charge leaving the carbon with a corresponding
positive charge The magnitude of this charge is
less than that of an ion and the carbon-chlorine
bond should be symbolised O - Cl to emphasi&e
that faep<irale positive and negative charges of
equal magnitude are embodied in the structure
and are attracting each othei as well as causing an
electric field outside the molecule
A pair of equal and opposite charges like this is
called a dwole and is the electrical analogue 01 the
ordinary magnet which has north and south poles
instead of chart.es Chemical bonds made with
dipoles are called polar bonds Most moleculefa
both simple and complex are bound with polar
bonds but In the case of CC14 the foui bonds are
symmetrically arranged in space so that the
electric effects of the dipoles cancel each other
outside the molecule which therefore does not as
a whole act like a dipole On the other hand the
bond dipoles in a molecule may not cancel in this
way (Fig 1) in -which case the whole molecule
will possess tlie properties of a dipole e g when
subjected to an electiic field it will rotate to align
itself with the field just as a compass needle will
line up with a magnetic field
 The word mole may also be vised for atoms or
ions and means in general that unount ot i wle
cules (or atoms or ions as the ca e mvj tie such
that the total number of them 113 e<ju 1 »-o the
numbei of atoms in 12 g of carbon (F10) Ihis
number called Avogadros number is approxi
mately 6 x 1023 Thus one mole ot am sub
stance contains G X 10 3 molecules o^ thft
substance and this fact maL.es the mole i M.rj'
useful unit both m theory and practice
Forces between Molecules
Something has already been said (F17 18) about
the differences between solids liquids and gases
and we may now put the que&tion what forces
are responsible for the organisation of molecules
in liquids or solids and their disorganisation in
the gaseous state' Questions of this. l.md are
of profound inteiest to chemists phjsicists ind
biologists
unpolanzed
 
Atomic and Molecular Weights
The massCb of the electron and proton were
determined early in the 20th century by ingenious
experiments The electronic mass is extremely
small about 9 X 10- 8g and the mass of a hydro
gen atom is 17 X 10~24g which indicates that the
pioton is 1887 times heavier than the electron and
that the mass of the atom is almost completely
confined to the nucleus.
The molecular weight of a compound Is the sum
of the atomic weights (F10) of aH the constituent
atoms eg water (H2O) and ethyl alcohol
tOaH5OH) have molecular weights 18 and 46
respectively This means that the alcohol mole
cule weighs more than the water molecule in the
ratio 4ft to 18 If therefore we take 18 g of water
 polarized
fiq 2    Mutual polarisation of molecules by
distortion of their electron clouds
The forces which act between molecules depend
mainly on the fact that the electrons orbiting a
molecule form a mobile cloud of negative charge
If a polar molecule is brought up to another
molecule then the latter will become polarised.
le its electronic cloud, will be displaced with
respect to the nucleus Ihis Is shown in. Fig 2
and it is apparent that the formerly non polar

